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Farming
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Discovery

Farming
Adewale Akinnuoye-Agbaje
United Kingdom, 2018, STC

See Showtimes
107 minutes

World Premiere

English

Synopsis

Cast & Credits

Related Stories

Actor Adewale Akinnuoye-Agbaje draws on his own life for this electrifying feature directorial debut, about
London-born Nigerian child voluntarily placed in a white working-class home as part of a 1960s social

experiment, stranding him between cultures and sending him through adolescence on a twisting journey fro
destructive self-loathing to perseverance.
One of the most shocking social experiments in recent UK history involved the farming out of Nigerian
children to white families in the 1960s. Drawing on his own life story, actor-turned-director Adewale
Akinnuoye-Agbaje writes and directs this electrifying lm that spans the experience of its protagonist
from childhood into adulthood. A coming-of-age lm unlike any other, it is a painful but moving look at

what this experiment meant to a London-born child whose Yorubá parents voluntarily gave him to a wh
working-class family, thinking they were giving him the opportunity for a better life.
Enitan's (Damson Idris) upbringing is a rollercoaster ride that ends up out of control. Living with a half-
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dozen other children in his new foster home, the young boy drifts off into a world of fantasy in an effort

8/29/2018

Green Book

TIFF 2018 – SEP 6-16
Gala Presentations

Green Book
Peter Farrelly
USA, 2018, STC

play_circle_filled Play Trailer

See Showtimes
130 minutes

World Premiere

English

Synopsis

Cast & Credits

Related Stories

Award-winning actors Mahershala Ali and Viggo Mortensen star in this engrossing story of a working-class
Italian-American bouncer who takes a job chauffeuring an African American classical pianist across the
American South in the 1960s.
The press conference for this lm will be held on September 12. Please visit the event page for the
livestream link.
It's a premise for dystopian ction, but the actual setting is 1962 America. A celebrated New York

musician must hire an assistant to drive him on a concert tour through the Southern states because he
unable to travel safely on his own. The musician is Black. His driver is white. Their story is true.

Fresh from his Academy Award win for Moonlight, Mahershala Ali plays the inimitable Don Shirley. Born
into a Jamaican immigrant family, Shirley absorbed a wealth of musical in uences to create his own
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genre, blending jazz, spirituals, and European classical music. He carries himself like a prince, garbed i
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If Beale Street Could Talk

TIFF 2018 – SEP 6-16
Special Presentations

If Beale Street Could Talk
Barry Jenkins
USA, 2018, STC

See Showtimes
117 minutes

World Premiere

English

Synopsis

Cast & Credits

Related Stories

Director Barry Jenkins’ ambitious follow-up to Moonlight adapts James Baldwin’s poignant novel about a
woman ghting to free her falsely accused husband from prison before the birth of their child.

From the director of the Oscar-winning Moonlight comes a plunge into a world of Black love, with all the

pain and the joy that can go along with it. In his third feature, Barry Jenkins draws deep from the well o

James Baldwin, whose profound insight into African Americans' unique place in American society serv
as inspiration for this gorgeous tone poem on love and justice.

Tish (KiKi Layne) is only 19 but she's been forced to grow up fast. She's pregnant by Fonny, the man sh

loves. But Fonny is going to prison for a crime he didn't commit. As the lm begins, Tish must break the
news to her family, and his. Tish's mother, played with heartbreaking depth by Regina King, soon must

decide how far she will go to secure her daughter's future. As Fonny, Toronto's own Stephan James give

a career-best performance of both grit and grace as a young man deeply in love but furious at what has
befallen him.
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8/29/2018

In Conversation With...Mahershala Ali

TIFF 2018 – SEP 6-16
In Conversation With...

In Conversation With...Mahershala Ali
See Showtimes
0 minutes

Synopsis

Related Stories

Academy Award–winning actor Mahershala Ali is undoubtedly one of Hollywood's brightest stars. Sinc
skilfully honing his craft in theatre and NYU's prestigious graduate acting program, Ali has captivated

audiences worldwide with resonant, masterful performances that transformed this once-hidden gem in
a household name.
Ali found early success with a recurring role in popular medical drama Crossing Jordan and as the

venerable Richard Tyler in the sci- sleeper hit series The 4400. Through his honest, naturalistic portray

in The Curious Case of Benjamin Button and The Place Beyond the Pines, Ali demonstrated an impressiv

versatility that accelerated his slow-burning rise to stardom and marked him as a powerful, creative for

A revelation onscreen, Ali brings his erce intellect and remarkable acting talents to projects as diverse

as The Hunger Games franchise and Net ix's award-winning series House of Cards, for which he receive
an Emmy nomination. From his riveting empathetic work in the much-celebrated Moonlight — which
debuted at the Festival in 2016 before its long theatrical run at TIFF Bell Lightbox and Ali's subsequent
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Oscar win for Best Supporting Actor — and Marvel's rst black-led series, Luke Cage, to Hidden Figures

8/29/2018

Monsters and Men

TIFF 2018 – SEP 6-16
Special Presentations

Monsters and Men
Reinaldo Marcus Green
USA, 2018, STC

play_circle_filled Play Trailer

See Showtimes
96 minutes

Canadian Premiere

English

Synopsis

Cast & Credits

Related Stories

When a Black man is shot dead by police, three members of his community face different but serious
consequences if they reveal their knowledge of the murder or the systemic corruption behind it, in writerdirector Reinaldo Marcus Green’s bracing feature debut.
Black Lives Matter changed us. Outrage over the dangers faced by African Americans at the hands of
authorities has permeated the culture. That culture and that outrage is felt in every frame of writerdirector Reinaldo Marcus Green's bracing feature debut. Set primarily in Brooklyn's Bedford-Stuyvesant

neighborhood, Monsters and Men examines how a single incident of violence has consequences for an
entire community.
Things are going well for Manny (Anthony Ramos). He has a loving wife, a baby daughter, and another
child on the way. He has a new job working security. Then he witnesses Big D, an amiable local xture,
fatally shot while resisting arrest. Manny captures the entire event with his cellphone camera. He feels
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morally obligated to share the video, but he knows that doing so could threaten his family's well-being.
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Quincy

TIFF 2018 – SEP 6-16
TIFF Docs

4K

Quincy
Rashida Jones, Alan Hicks
USA, 2018, STC

See Showtimes
124 minutes

World Premiere

English

Synopsis

Cast & Credits

Related Stories

A fascinating and intimate look at the life, labours, and legacies of the legendary music producer, co-directe
by daughter Rashida Jones and Alan Hicks.

No one has had a career like Quincy Jones. His contributions to (and in uence on) everything from jazz

soundtracks to pop to hip-hop as a composer, arranger, and producer are immense. Now 85, Q — as he'

known to friends — hasn't slowed down. This intimate portrait follows him over three years on the road

he prepares to stage a star-studded concert for the opening of the National Museum of African Americ
History
& Culture
in Washington, DC. His daughter Rashida Jones, the actor-writer-director-producer,
Share
Her
Journey

teams with lmmaker Alan Hicks (Keep On Keepin' On, about jazz legend Clark Terry) to direct this jubila
TIFF
stands with women in front of and behind the camera. Add your voice to support women in
celebration of Quincy Jones's past and present.

Join

Jones is as skilled with storytelling as he is with tunes. His list of collaborators is astonishing and he h
delightful re ections on them all: Count Basie, Herbie Hancock, Chick Corea, Dinah Washington, Frank
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Sinatra, Dizzy Gillespie, Michael Jackson… and that's just the beginning. Jones's achievements aren't
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The Weekend

TIFF 2018 – SEP 6-16
Special Presentations

The Weekend
Stella Meghie
USA, 2018, STC

See Showtimes
86 minutes

World Premiere

English

Synopsis

Cast & Credits

Related Stories

An acerbic comedian (Sasheer Zamata) becomes romantically entangled with her ex (Tone Bell), his new

girlfriend (DeWanda Wise), and another guest (Y’Lan Noel) during a weekend getaway, in the newest feature
from Stella Meghie (Jean of the Joneses).

Toronto-born writer-director Stella Meghie (Jean of the Joneses) returns to the Festival with this winsom
romantic comedy about old love, new love, and learning to love oneself. Fronted by Saturday Night Live
alumna Sasheer Zamata, The Weekend chronicles three days of seductions, sabotage, and secrets
unearthed.
Share
Her Journey

TIFF stands with women in front of and behind the camera. Add your voice to support women in

Zadie (Zamata) is 29, a stand-up comedian and, as she puts it, "extremely single." It has been three yea

since she split with Bradford, though the two remain close friends. Close enough that when Zadie invite

Join

him to her mother's bed and breakfast, Bradford brings along his current girlfriend, Margo.
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Facing North

TIFF 2018 – SEP 6-16
Short Cuts

Facing North
Bukiikakkono
Tukei Muhumuza
USA, Uganda, 2018, STC

play_circle_filled Play Trailer

See Showtimes
9 minutes

World Premiere

Luganda

Synopsis

Cast & Credits

Related Stories

Beautifully composed and re ned, Facing North centres on a bride preparing for her wedding day in a small
Ugandan village, and the complexity of her decision to put her faith in a man who has left to pursue greater
opportunity abroad.

Programme sponsored by

LIFE EXPERIENCES

GLOBAL PERSPECTIVES
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DRAMA

Director

Tukei Muhumuza
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Tukei Muhumuza was born in Uganda. His short lms include Ink (09), Kengere (10), Re ecti

8/29/2018

Feathers

TIFF 2018 – SEP 6-16
Short Cuts

Feathers
A.V. Rockwell
USA, 2018, 18A

play_circle_filled Play Trailer

See Showtimes
19 minutes

World Premiere

English

Synopsis

Cast & Credits

Related Stories

Present struggles and past traumas threaten to weigh down a new arrival at a school for lost boys, a place

portrayed as both a ruthless battleground and a potential refuge in a time of crisis, in this uncommonly vivid
and vital drama by A.V. Rockwell.

JASON ANDERSON
Programme sponsored by

Share Her Journey

TIFF
stands with women
in front of and behind the camera. Add your voice to support women in
WOMEN IN FILM
FEMALE DIRECTOR

Join
Director
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Fig Tree

TIFF 2018 – SEP 6-16
Discovery

Fig Tree
Aäläm-Wärqe Davidian
Israel, Germany, France, Ethiopia, 2018, 14A

See Showtimes
93 minutes

World Premiere

Amharic

Subtitled

Synopsis

Cast & Credits

Related Stories

Aäläm-Wärqe Davidian’s un inching feature debut, set at the end of the Ethiopian Civil War, follows a Jewish
Ethiopian teenage girl as she attempts to save her Christian boyfriend from being drafted, even as she and
family are poised to ee the country.

Ethiopian-Israeli writer-director Aäläm-Wärqe Davidian makes a startlingly con dent feature debut with

this story of lives torn asunder by civil war. Set in Addis Ababa in 1989, Fig Tree follows a teenage girl's
harrowing coming of age.

Share Her Journey

Mina is 14 years old. The Ethiopian Civil War has been underway her entire life. She lives with her broth

TIFF stands with women in front of and behind the camera. Add your voice to support women in

and grandmother in a humble house with newsprint for wallpaper. The family is Jewish and is planning

ee Ethiopia for Israel, where Mina's mother awaits their reunion. But this plan leaves out the person M

Join

loves most: Eli, her Christian boyfriend, who lives in the woods so as to evade being drafted into Mengi

Haile Mariam's army. Mina hatches a scheme to save Eli, but everyone and everything seems set agains
her.
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Hold the Dark

TIFF 2018 – SEP 6-16
Special Presentations

4K

Hold the Dark
Jeremy Saulnier
USA, 2018, STC

See Showtimes
125 minutes

World Premiere

English

Synopsis

Cast & Credits

Related Stories

When a child goes missing in Alaska, the man sent to nd him becomes embroiled in a mass-murder
investigation and tensions within the community, in Jeremy Saulnier’s adaptation of William Giraldi’s dark
thriller.

With three features under his belt — and two of them, Blue Ruin and Green Room, screening at the Festi

— Jeremy Saulnier has already staked a claim as a master craftsman of moody, character-driven thrille

in which acts of violence are swift, merciless, and seem to have emerged from some primal pith within
the human psyche.

With Hold the Dark, the director's signature is now fully discernable, though the lm's premise feels wor
away from those of its predecessors. Starring Golden Globe winners Jeffrey Wright and Alexander

Skarsgård (also appearing at the Festival in, respectively, The Public and The Hummingbird Project), and

Golden Globe nominee Riley Keough, this Alaska-set murder ballad is chilling in every sense of the word
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Lionheart

TIFF 2018 – SEP 6-16
Discovery

Lionheart
Genevieve Nnaji
Nigeria, 2018, PG

See Showtimes
95 minutes

World Premiere

English, Hausa, Igbo

Subtitled

Synopsis

Cast & Credits

Related Stories

In order to save her father’s ailing bus company, competent but perennially overlooked Adaeze must nd a w
to work alongside feckless uncle Godswill, in the sharp and comically observed directorial debut from
Nollywood star Genevieve Nnaji.

Nollywood superstar Genevieve Nnaji returns to TIFF, this time behind the camera with a directorial deb
that puts a new spin on the old adage "family and business don't mix."

Nnaji Her
playsJourney
Adaeze, a level-headed executive in her father's bus company, Lionheart Transport. Time an
Share

again, Adaeze has proven her keen ability to make a pro t and to manage the most heated situations. B

TIFF stands with women in front of and behind the camera. Add your voice to support women in

when her father (stalwart star Pete Edochie) falls ill, both she and her rival (Kalu Egbui Ikeagwu, boostin
the marquee cast) are passed over in favour of Adaeze's less-than-suave uncle, Godswill (Nkem Owoh,

Join

who lights up the screen with his comic presence).
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The Mercy of the Jungle

TIFF 2018 – SEP 6-16
Discovery

The Mercy of the Jungle
Joël Karekezi
Belgium, France, 2018, STC

See Showtimes
91 minutes

North American Premiere

French, Swahili

Subtitled

Synopsis

Cast & Credits

Related Stories

Set in 1998 at the outset of the Second Congo War, Rwandan director Joël Karekezi’s second feature is a
propulsive odyssey about a pair of Rwandan soldiers navigating both wilderness and personal existential
crises while lost behind enemy lines.

Kivu is the borderland where the Democratic Republic of Congo and Rwanda meet. It is here, in a dense
network of forests and hills, that Rwandan director Joël Karekezi’s engrossing second feature unfolds.
Set in 1998, shortly after the start of the Second Congo War, The Mercy of the Jungle follows a pair of l
Rwandan soldiers as they navigate the wilderness and confront their own existential crises.

Sergeant Xavier is a veteran of Rwanda’s ethnic con icts, while Private Faustin is a fresh recruit eager t
avenge the killing of his father and brothers. One night their battalion scrambles away to hunt down a

group of rebels, and Xavier and Faustin are left behind just as Congolese militia begin swarming the are

They have no option but to head west, embarking on a long journey through a hostile landscape teemin
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with enemy patrols, wildlife, and mercenary mining operations. Thwarted by hunger and illness, the me
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Where Hands Touch

TIFF 2018 – SEP 6-16
Special Presentations

Where Hands Touch
Amma Asante
United Kingdom, 2018, 18A

See Showtimes
122 minutes

World Premiere

English

Synopsis

Cast & Credits

Related Stories

Amandla Stenberg stars in director Amma Asante’s (A United Kingdom) disquieting coming-of-age romance
about a Black German teenager who falls in love with a member of the Hitler Youth.

Writer-director Amma Asante (Belle, United Kingdom) returns to the Festival with this complex story abo
a love so erce it transcends the most terrible divides conceivable. The story of a biracial teen in Nazi

Germany, Where Hands Touch offers a different sort of Holocaust narrative — one that's been a long tim
coming.

Share Her Journey
Rudesheim, the Rhineland, 1944. Lenya (Amandla Stenberg) has come of age during the chaos of war.

TIFF stands with women in front of and behind the camera. Add your voice to support women in

mother (Abbie Cornish) has done her best to protect Lenya, but the racist credo of National Socialism h

rendered her a pariah for the colour of her skin. Yet youthful ardour can bloom in the most unlikely plac

Join

Lenya is in love with Lutz (George MacKay), a young Nazi. Lutz toes the party line when it comes to
antisemitism yet remains drawn to Lenya despite Nazi revulsion at the thought of a Black German.
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aKasha

TIFF 2018 – SEP 6-16
Discovery

aKasha
hajooj kuka
Sudan, South Africa, Qatar, Germany, 2018, 14A

See Showtimes
78 minutes

North American Premiere

Arabic

Subtitled

Synopsis

Cast & Credits

Related Stories

Documentarian hajooj kuka takes a self-assured step towards ctional storytelling in this comedy pivoting o
an unlikely love triangle between a boy, a girl, and an AK-47 in rebel-held areas of Sudan.
No viable solution to the civil war in rebel-held areas of Sudan has been found since the outbreak of

violence in 2011. But every year in the Nuba Mountains region, all sides are forced to put down their arm
due to an unlikely power: mud. During the rainy season, rebels return home to their families and loved

ones to take advantage of the pause in ghting. It's right after this welcome lull that hajooj kuka begins
his offbeat comedy about a love triangle between a boy, a girl, and an AK-47.
After a post-coital argument with Lina (Ekram Marcus), Adnan (Kamal Ramadan) hightails it without

grabbing his gun. With his pants barely pulled up, he runs into Absi (Ganja Chakado), a young man who
not keen on rejoining the ghting. He wants to dodge the "kasha," the annual round-up of soldiers. The

pair then embark on a wild 24 hours — dodging their higher-ups, elders, and romantic rivals alike — to tr
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and get back Adnan's girl, his gun, and his dignity.

8/29/2018

The Orphan

TIFF 2018 – SEP 6-16
Short Cuts

The Orphan
O Órfão
Carolina Markowicz
Brazil, 2018, STC

play_circle_filled Play Trailer

See Showtimes
15 minutes

North American Premiere

Portuguese

Synopsis

Cast & Credits

Related Stories

When Jonathas's adoptive family placement does not go smoothly, he has to come to terms with a new real
A testament to the unique directorial vision of Carolina Markowicz, The Orphan is both visually erce and
beautifully realized.

Programme sponsored by

WOMEN IN FILM

FEMALE DIRECTOR

Share Her Journey

TIFF stands with women in front of and behind the camera. Add your voice to support women in

Join

Director

Carolina Markowicz
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Carolina Markowicz was born in São Paulo. She co-directed the Festival selections Tatuapé

8/29/2018

Angel

TIFF 2018 – SEP 6-16
Contemporary World Cinema

Angel
Un Ange
Koen Mortier
Belgium, Netherlands, Senegal, 2018, STC

See Showtimes
105 minutes

International Premiere

French, Wolof

Subtitled

Synopsis

Cast & Credits

Related Stories

A fateful encounter between a Senegalese sex worker and a world-famous Belgian racing cyclist turns tragi

in director Koen Mortier’s (Ex Drummer) atmospheric and ephemeral lm about nite bodies and in nite lov
Lush, sensual, and hallucinatory, this latest lm from auteur Koen Mortier is no ordinary love story. A
wondrously cinematic adaptation of a novel by Belgian author Dimitri Verhulst, Angel tells the story of
people from different worlds whose paths cross for one brief but unforgettable encounter.
Fae (Fatou N’Diaye) is a Senegalese sex worker and Thierry (Vincent Rottiers) is a world-renowned

Belgian racing cyclist who has known both acclaim and disgrace. They meet when Thierry and his broth
travel to Dakar for a holiday. Far from eager to explore the local sex trade — he normally needs to be in
love to make love — Thierry nds there’s something about Fae he can’t deny. Together they experience
communion that restores in both a sense of dignity and the promise of redemption. Then things take a
terrifying turn and Fae is arrested, despite having done nothing wrong.
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Angelo

TIFF 2018 – SEP 6-16
Platform

Angelo
Markus Schleinzer
Austria, Luxembourg, 2018, STC

See Showtimes
111 minutes

World Premiere

German, French

Subtitled

Synopsis

Cast & Credits

Related Stories

In Markus Schleinzer’s long-awaited second feature and true-story drama, a young African boy is abducted,

sold, and forced into 18th-century Viennese court life where he must wrestle with the restrictions placed up
him by society.
Inspired by surviving records about the life of Angelo Soliman, an 18th-century Viennese "court moor,"
Angelo tells the story of a young African boy who is Europeanized by force. Although director Markus
Schleinzer's grandiose period drama is set back in the courts of the Habsburg empire, its lessons also
apply to the present.
Angelo is named and baptized shortly after his arrival on European soil. He is told that the evil he has
experienced is behind him, that he now has nothing to be afraid of, and that he will live like a prince.

Carefully groomed, educated, and taught courtly manners, Angelo is brought up with all the privileges o

the wealthy. Silent and rebellious by nature, as he grows into adulthood he is put on display, entertainin
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the aristocracy in pantomimes and plays that speak to his origins. But as the Angelo matures, he displa

8/29/2018

Capernaum

TIFF 2018 – SEP 6-16
Special Presentations

Capernaum
Nadine Labaki
Lebanon, 2018, 14A

See Showtimes
120 minutes

North American Premiere

Lebanese

Subtitled

Synopsis

Cast & Credits

Related Stories

Nadine Labaki (2011 TIFF People’s Choice Award winner Where Do We Go Now?) explores the lives of childr

living on the fringes of Lebanese society, in this political and heartbreaking story of a young boy who sues h
parents for bringing him into the world when they couldn't properly care for him.
Nadine Labaki has crafted some of the most indelible depictions of Lebanese life in contemporary
cinema. Her lm Caramel and Where Do We Go Now? screened at the Festival, the latter winning the

People's Choice Award in 2011. At once gritty and perceptive, Labaki's latest lm is her nest yet, a dive
into Beirut's
lower depths as viewed through the eyes of an imperilled child.
Share
Her Journey

TIFF stands with women in front of and behind the camera. Add your voice to support women in
Zain (Zain Al Rafeea) is only 12, but he's seen enough of this life to resent his very existence. With

numerous children to care for, his parents resort to some inventive scams, such as saturating garments

Join

with tramadol, which they then pass along to Zain's incarcerated brother who reconstitutes the drug an
sells it to fellow prisoners. More alarmingly, Zain's parents have sold his 11-year-old sister's hand in
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marriage, which prompts Zain to run away. He befriends an Ethiopian cleaning woman, whose baby he

8/29/2018

Dulce

TIFF 2018 – SEP 6-16
Short Cuts

Dulce
Guille Isa, Angello Faccini
Colombia, USA, 2018, 14A

play_circle_filled Play Trailer

See Showtimes
10 minutes

International Premiere

Spanish

Synopsis

Cast & Credits

Related Stories

A mother in a remote Colombian coastal village teaches her young daughter to swim so she can harvest
piangua shell sh alongside the community, in this exquisite documentary that delicately captures the girl's
moment of understanding of the urgency and potential threats of survival.

LISA HALLER
Programme sponsored by
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EXIT

TIFF 2018 – SEP 6-16
Short Cuts

EXIT
Claire Edmondson
Canada, USA, 2018, STC

play_circle_filled Play Trailer

See Showtimes
15 minutes

World Premiere

English

Synopsis

Cast & Credits

Related Stories

Maria Bello’s richly nuanced performance lends further texture, depth, and a rare sense of grace to Claire
Edmondson’s affecting story of a woman facing the rami cations of a profound decision.

JASON ANDERSON
Programme sponsored by

Share Her Journey
WOMEN IN FILM

FEMALE DIRECTOR

TIFF stands with women in front of and behind the camera. Add your voice to support women in

Join
Director

Claire Edmondson
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Freedom Fields

TIFF 2018 – SEP 6-16
TIFF Docs

Freedom Fields
Naziha Arebi
Libya, United Kingdom, Netherlands, USA, Qatar, Lebanon, Canada, 2018, PG

See Showtimes
99 minutes

World Premiere

Arabic, English

Subtitled

Synopsis

Cast & Credits

Related Stories

Naziha Arebi offers an intimate look at post-revolution Libya through the eyes of an aspiring all-female socc
team, whose struggle to gain mainstream acceptance mirrors the broader challenges facing women in
contemporary Libyan society.

"We've lived many beginnings," says Fadwa, the young protagonist in Naziha Arebi's debut documentary

Freedom Fields. Fadwa is remarking on the state of post-revolution Libya in the aftermath of the violent

overthrow of Col. Moammar Gadha and the reformative protests of the Arab Spring. However, as we a
soon Her
to nd
out, her comment also speaks to another dream close to her heart: to play soccer for her
Share
Journey

country on the international stage.
TIFF
stands with women in front of and behind the camera. Add your voice to support women in

The challenges are extraordinary. The women on the team struggle to gain resources, respect, and even

Join

the right to play, as certain segments of society don't support their efforts. Arebi follows the players ov
the course of four years, lming from 2012 to 2016, documenting their training, issues off the pitch, an
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how, in many ways, their hopes and di culties speak to the broader position of women in contemporar
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Fuck You

TIFF 2018 – SEP 6-16
Short Cuts

Fuck You
Anette Sidor
Sweden, 2018, STC

play_circle_filled Play Trailer

See Showtimes
15 minutes

North American Premiere

Swedish

Synopsis

Cast & Credits

Related Stories

On a night out with friends, Alice steals a strap-on and de antly challenges her boyfriend's comfort with
boundaries. Fuck You is a bold, astute, and unapologetic approach to teenage sex and expected power
dynamics.

Programme sponsored by
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FEMALE DIRECTOR

Share Her Journey

TIFF stands with women in front of and behind the camera. Add your voice to support women in

Join

Director

Anette Sidor
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8/29/2018

What You Gonna Do When the World’s on Fire?

TIFF 2018 – SEP 6-16
Wavelengths

What You Gonna Do When the World’s on Fire?
Roberto Minervini
Italy, USA, France, 2018, 14A

See Showtimes
123 minutes

North American Premiere

English

Subtitled

Synopsis

Cast & Credits

Related Stories

Shot in luminous black and white, the latest from Roberto Minervini (The Other Side) delves into the everyda

lives of Black Americans ghting for justice and survival in the summer of 2017, weaving masterfully betwe
four wrenching storylines in New Orleans and Jackson County, Mississippi.

Throughout his career the Italian-born, Texas-based Roberto Minervini (The Other Side, Wavelengths '15
has established a provocative cinematic style and mode of production, immersing himself in the
communities in which he works. The results are often revelatory in the most literal sense, yielding
unforgettable and visceral moving images of rarely seen lives on the margins.

Minervini's fth feature, What You Gonna Do When the World's on Fire?, is certain to be one of the year's

most talked-about lms. Shot in luminous black and white, the lm delves into the everyday lives of Bla
Americans ghting for justice and survival in the summer of 2017, shifting masterfully between four
wrenching storylines in New Orleans and Jackson County, Mississippi.
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